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12 PRO TIPS                        

 TO OVERCOMING          

 AN ORACLE AUDIT

You’ve heard the stories [or shall

we say nightmares] about Oracle

audits. And you have always been

fearful of what an Oracle audit

might reveal should your

organization be the subject of an

audit.  And rightfully so, as there

are many missteps one can take

throughout the audit process that

can make your audit from bad to

worse. Outlined in this guide are

the best-kept secrets for dealing

with an Oracle audit at every step

of the process.

AUDIT NOTIFICATION

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

RESPONDING

AUDIT FINDINGS

SECTIONS
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AUDIT NOTIFICATION

There is no such thing as an informal audit.  You are only

required to respond to formal audit requests from Oracle

LMS. Some consultants suggest that there are different

types of Oracle audits. This is false. When you are being

audited, you will receive a letter detailing the audit notice

from Oracle LMS. Any other request for information is just a

discovery request from a nosey sales rep trying to drive

their sales or tip you off to the audit department.  You do

not need to respond to requests from anyone besides

Oracle LMS or third-party auditors Oracle has hired to

execute an audit.  Yes, you read that correctly. Oracle is

conducting so many audits that they had to outsource a

portion of auditing their customers to other vendors. 

VERIFY THAT THIS IS A
FORMAL AUDIT1
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AUDIT NOTIFICATION

Yes, this is us saying you should employ us, and here’s

why: We know all of Oracle’s auditing practices, and can

better prepare you for an audit and push back against

requests that are not contractually obligated. We can

identify common areas where Oracle pressures customers

into believing they have more substantial compliance risks

than they contractually do. 100% of our customers who

have completed our License Health Check have a

compliance issue according to Oracle LMS standard

auditing practices. However, 87% of these customers don’t

owe as much as Oracle claims. Having an expert that can

distinguish these discrepancies is the difference of millions

of dollars in audit fees.  

 

NOTE: Beware of ex-Oracle employees or organizations

that are too aligned with Oracle. While they may be well

versed in audits, their ideas behind compliance are often

aligned with those of Oracle LMS. Many times these

consultants lack the technical capabilities to understand

more complex solutions such as re-platforming or

consolidation [which are ways you can save money

without sacrificing performance.]

SEEK PROFESSIONAL
[UNBIASED] ADVICE2
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AUDIT NOTIFICATION

Anything you say or do will be held against you in an

Oracle audit. You should be wary of your "good

relationship" with Oracle. We cannot tell you the number of

times customers believe being on "good" terms with their

Oracle sales rep will spare them from being audit.  Too

often, sharing information with your Oracle sales rep is

what led to a formal audit. They exploit that good

relationship by using casual conversation as discovery

opportunities about potential underlying compliance

issues. Oracle's aggressive audit tactics play counter to the

idea of having a good relationship with the organization.

Oracle relies on the nature of these relationships and sees

a higher rate of uncontested audit fees as a result of the

customer's fear of spoiling a good position with Oracle. 

 They give customers the illusion of "We cut you a deal."

Often that "deal" is no deal at all and a gross overreach of

your Oracle contractural obligations.

DO NOT TELL ORACLE
ANY INFORMATION
[YET]

3
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

An audit request may include vague specifics surrounding

what information they are collecting.  You don’t want to

provide more information than absolutely necessary. Many

times, audits do not cover every Oracle product and

license you may own.  Make sure to request a detailed

description of what is being audited to gain clarity.  Failure

to request specifics requires your organization to expose

everything and increases the possibility of revealing more

compliance issues resulting in a more significant audit bill. 

DETERMINE THE
SCOPE4
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Audits can seem like they are on Oracle’s timeline, but there

are a handful of things you can do to gain a little bit more

control. You have 45 days to respond to an audit from the time

you are notified.  However, there are audit provisions that can

alter this timeline—specifically, ones surrounding your

business operations.  If you aren’t prepared to start the

auditing process in 45 days, you can request an extension due

to business operations. Examples include: It’s your busy

season, or you have a large project that is occupying a lot of

your time.  These are reasonable answers to request an

extension.  

 

Once the final audit findings are delivered, you have 30

days to pay any fees.  Previously Oracle had been releasing

preliminary findings and providing time to challenge these.  

More recently, Oracle is going straight to the final findings

and providing less time to contest and review their audit

results. Ultimately, they are collecting money faster with

less contention from their auditee.  

 

ESTABLISH A TIMELINE5

STANDARD ORACLE CONTRACT AUDIT CLAUSE

 

‘Upon 45 days written notice, Oracle may audit your use of the programs. You

agree to cooperate with Oracle's audit and provide reasonable assistance and

access to information. Any such audit shall not unreasonably interfere with

your normal business operations. You agree to pay within 30 days of written

notification any feesapplicable to your use of the programs in excess of your

license rights. If you do not pay, Oracle can end your technical support,

licenses and/or this agreement.’
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Require a non-disclosure agreement [NDA]

Especially important if a third-party is doing the audit on

Oracle’s behalf

Request details on the script

What does it do?

Does it open up any security issues?

Does it collect customer info?

Push the start date

Request a sample size for auditing

Five percent is generally acceptable

Request an outline of everything required in the audit

Establish an acceptable timeframe to contest audit

findings

Oracle holds all the cards as they have created the contracts

that govern the audit process. And of course, contracts are

created to protect the intellectual property owner.  While you

have an uphill battle against the audit process, you can

create points of negotiation that give the illusion of

compromise without really losing any ground. 

 

 

CREATE POINTS OF
NEGOTIATION6
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RESPONDING

After you've gained clarity on the scope, and negotiated a

sampling size of the audit, stick to it. Only show the cards

that are required within the audit.  Everything you expose

to them is potential for them to uncover compliance issues,

especially if you have deployed Oracle in a virtualized

environment, such as VMware. Show them ONLY what is

relevant in the virtualized environment that is dedicated to

running Oracle.  Oracle LMS will often claim that you need

to license everything in a virtualized environment, and that

is false.

DON’T PROVIDE MORE
INFORMATION
THAN ABSOLUTELY
NECESSARY

7
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RESPONDING

During your audit, you will be granted access to the Oracle

LMS portal.  The audit portal includes a questionnaire about

your company and your environment.  At first it begins with

harmless questoins inquiring about your company size,

industry, employees, etc....  However, it quickly turns to more

prying questions about your Oracle usage, diving into

virtualization, high availability, and disaster recovery

requirements, often opening the door to usage scrutiny. 
 

In addition to the questionnaire, you will also have to

complete a worksheet on every Oracle product you own,

known as the Oracle Server Worksheet or OSW.  Be

prepared to spend some time on this worksheet, especially

if you have a lot of licenses and different products.  A

licensing expert can come in handy in filling out this sheet

correctly.  We find that Column ‘H’ [Options in Use] and ‘I’

[Management Packs in Use] give our customers the most

amount of trouble.  Filling out this sheet inaccurately will

raise flags for Oracle to investigate further.

RESPOND TO AUDIT
REQUESTS HONESTLY
BUT CAREFULLY.

8
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Think of the script results like an answer key to your

worksheet. If one doesn’t match the other Oracle will look

at this as a warning sign.  Maybe you don’t know what

products you own, where or how they are deployed, or

possibly all of the above.  They’ll use this worksheet to

their advantage to target areas maybe not included in the

negotiated scope of your audit to uncover other

compliance issues.

RECONCILE THE
SCRIPTS WITH YOUR
WORKSHEET

9
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AUDIT FINDINGS

Make a list of detailed questions in your response in

contesting fees. Ask Oracle to explain any wrongful use

[if any]. Also, request supporting evidence of any and

all claims. Clarifying details will help poke holes in

compliance issues that are not contractural obligated.

ASK QUESTIONS10
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87% of our clients were told they owe more than they were

contractually obligated, as found here in our customer

success story: Use Case: State Health Exchange Saves

$3.9M with LicenseFortress. Oracle threatened the

Exchange with a bankrupting audit bill and settled on a

solution that still cost the customer millions of dollars more

than they should have paid. Don’t pay more than you

absolutely need.

PUSH BACK11
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Request that any unused licenses may be exchanged

against any license obligations for different products.

Request that license obligations can be purchased at a

reasonable market discount as opposed to list-price.

Everything is negotiable, but every negotiation is not easy.

Experience is key when selecting who will help you with

your Oracle audit. We have a pricing database of Oracle

customers of all sizes detailing what they paid for each

product. We can assure you are receiving the best deal.

Additionally, we have negotiated terms in settling audit

disputes that have saved customers millions in audit fees,

either reducing the bill or even eliminating it altogether. If

you choose to negotiate with Oracle directly here are a few

common areas where Oracle is willing to bend:

 

 

NEGOTIATE12
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ABOUT
LICENSEFORTRESS
If you are concerned about an Oracle audit,

have received an Oracle audit notice, or

currently in the middle of an Oracle audit,

contact LicenseFortress today.

LicenseFortress is an integrated solution combining

our proprietary software asset management tool,

LicenseFortress Discovery, with our team of technical

license experts, to provide customers with the only

guaranteed solution on the market.  Contact us or

book a meeting to discuss your project. 
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HEADQUARTERS
159 Crocker Park Blvd.

Ste. 400

Westlake, OH 44102

 

 NORTH AMERICAN OFFICES
Newark, DE, United States

Boston, MA, United StatesL

os Angeles, CA, United States

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

 

 

www.licensefortress.com

info@licensefortress.com

424.231.4135

GLOBAL OFFICES
Edegem, Belgium

Groningen, Netherlands

Barcelona, Spain

Oslo, Norway


